A Better Plan

High Speed UK is a fully mapped, timetabled, and
costed plan using the M1 corridor, designed by
experienced British railway engineers. High Speed
UK trains continue on to the existing network,
linking the UK from Exeter to Inverness.
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There is a
Better Plan
Transforming HS2 from risky
vote loser into a celebrated
national treasure
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“Save £20bn and build an
amazing railway network”

Follow us: @rethinkHS2
Visit: rethink-hs2.com
Email: info@rethink-hs2.com

Why Rethink HS2?
HS2 represents an amazing opportunity to
improve our rail infrastructure, but current
plans have been shown to be a poor investment.
A detailed plan for a better national rail

More Popular

Cleaner

●

●

Allows Euston station to be rebuilt within its
own footprint, avoiding disruption in Camden

upgrade, “High Speed UK”, was presented at the

●

Avoids destruction of pristine countriside

House of Lords review on the economics of HS2.

●

Delivers beneﬁts to the 21 biggest UK cities

This plan has the following advantages:

Smarter

●

●

Integrates with existing rail services

●

Gives higher return on investment, and

Makes 92% of journeys faster, compared
to only 13% for existing plans (HS2 & HS3)

●

48% average journey time reductions

●

Allows high speed services to extend on to

lessens need for subsidies to existing routes
●

the existing network
●

Better Value

Provides extra capacity, with 4 tracks to

Core route costs £20bn less than existing

Has 200 miles less railway to maintain

Makes use of existing transport corridors
such as the M1
Needs less tunnelling, less spoil, less energy
and less concrete than existing plans

●

Uses city centre stations without need
for cars to access parkway stations

●

Improves regional rail across the UK

●

Includes a national rail freight network

Birmingham & Yorkshire (HS2 plan has 2)

What You Can Do Now

Faster to Deliver

Visit rethink-hs2.com to:

●

●

Connects the key northern cities straight away

●

Reduces risk of delays due to legal challenges

●

Can be built incrementally, delivering sooner

Write to your MP asking them to pause HS2
and upgrade the plans

by having a less contentious route
●

Get more details of what is possible including
journey time comparisons

as part of the core plan

plans (HS2 & HS3) while linking more cities

●

●

Links directly to Heathrow and HS1 whilst
connecting directly all major UK cities

●

for climate change commitments

●

Better Connected

Saves 600 million tonnes of CO2 – essential

●

Join our email list so we can notify you when
a petition is launched

●

Share the campaign via Facebook and Twitter

●

Contact local and national newspapers

